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Abstract—In contrary to traditional media streaming services
where a unique media content is delivered to different users,
interactive multiview navigation applications enable users to
choose their own viewpoints and freely navigate in a 3-D scene.
The interactivity brings new challenges in addition to the classical
rate-distortion trade-off, which considers only the compression
performance and viewing quality. On the one hand, interactivity
necessitates sufficient viewpoints for richer navigation; on the
other hand, it requires to provide low bandwidth and delay costs
for smooth navigation during view transitions. In this paper, we
formally describe the novel trade-offs posed by the navigation
interactivity and classical rate-distortion criterion. Based on an
original formulation, we look for the optimal design of the data
representation by introducing novel rate and distortion models
and practical solving algorithms. Experiments show that the
proposed data representation method outperforms the baseline
solution by providing lower resource consumptions and higher
visual quality in all navigation configurations, which certainly
confirms the potential of the proposed data representation in
practical interactive navigation systems.

Fig. 1. A typical multiview navigation scenario. Users are able to freely
navigate along virtual views that are synthesized from views captured at
different camera locations.

[5], [6], multiview data streaming [7], [8] and view synthesis
[9], [10]. However, there is clearly a lack of fully integrated
frameworks that incorporate these techniques in an end-to-end
system and jointly optimize them.
The end-to-end system optimization involves complex design trade-offs. As interactivity denotes the users’ flexibility to
choose arbitrary viewpoints during navigation, it first requires
a sufficiently large navigation range, i.e., a large set of achievable viewpoints. Second, as users are willing to watch only
a subpart of this navigation range, the system must transmit
only what is useful in order to limit bandwidth usage in practice. This original trade-off between bandwidth limitations,
visual quality and navigation flexibility has not been solved
in the literature. Indeed, the good compression performance
of traditional multiview schemes [5], [6] is obtained at a
price of possibly long coding prediction paths, which however
prevent independent view decoding (an analogue problem is
posed by random access in monoview video [11]). A careful
redesign of the whole system is thus needed, starting from
the representation of the multiview data itself. In that spirit,
the work in [12] has proposed to organize the achievable
viewpoints in independently decodable partitions, namely the
navigation segments. Indeed, the navigation segment can be
regarded as the spatial analogue to the temporal GOP (group
of pictures) in monoview video transmissions. This approach
has however left some important questions opened, such as
the optimal design of the navigation segments.
In this paper, we formally describe the novel trade-offs
posed by interactive schemes between bandwidth limitations,
visual quality and navigation interactivity, in the context of
the navigation segment representation. Based on this original
formulation, we propose to study the optimal design of the
navigation segments. We further take into account the delay

Index Terms—Multiview navigation, interactivity, navigation
segment, multiview image compression

I. I NTRODUCTION
ITH the development of multiview imaging techniques,
there has been a lot of interest in interactive multiview navigation [1], [2]. Differently from traditional media
streaming systems where a unique media content is streamed
to all users, interactive multiview navigation systems provide
users with different media data depending on their interactions
with the server. In particular, each user watches a specific 2-D
image corresponding to his own choice of viewing position and
orientation (called a viewpoint) and is able to navigate in the
scene by freely changing this viewpoint (see Fig. 1). These
virtual views are synthesized from the content of different
cameras positioned in the 3-D scene.
In order to achieve interactive navigation, it is necessary to
consider a complete processing chain consisting of different
connected components, including data representation, coding,
transmission and view rendering. Indeed, the consideration
of every component in isolation can only lead to suboptimal
performance. In the literature, the individual components of
the navigation system have been extensively studied, e.g., 3D scene representation [3], [4], multiview video compression
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Fig. 2. Illustration of 1-D manifold camera arrangement using the New Tsukuba Stereo Dataset [13], [14]. The solid line denotes the camera trajectory while
the arrows point out the orientations. We also show some camera views at different locations.

between user requests and actual data receiving, by introducing
the concept of navigation ball. We conduct our study in the
challenging scenario of wide navigation range like the 1-D
manifold camera arrangement depicted in Fig. 2. Experiments
on the New Tsukuba Dataset [13], [14] show that the proposed
navigation segment representation outperforms the baseline
equidistant solution (where navigation segments are equally divided). Our approach offers lower resource consumptions and
higher visual quality in all different navigation configurations,
due to its high adaptability to various navigation parameters,
like the navigation speed and the view popularity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the related work. Section III describes the proposed
navigation segment representation under the navigation environment. Section IV proposes the optimization framework for
the navigation system, and Section V further elaborates on the
problem formulation with novel rate and distortion models.
Section VI investigates practical solutions and analyses their
complexity. Experimental results are demonstrated in Section
VII, and Section VIII draws the conclusions.

above methods can increase the interactivity, it is limited to
actual camera viewpoints, resulting in abrupt and unnatural
view switchings. Also, they do not consider the viewing delays
incurred in data transmission and processing.
Some approaches propose to extend the navigation interactivity beyond the camera viewpoints by utilizing the virtual
view synthesis techniques [23], [24]. In [9], [10], for example
the users can access to any virtual views that are rendered
using the two nearest coded camera views. The rendering can
also be performed on the server side. In [25], the virtual views
are encoded using predictive coding and stored in the server,
before being streamed directly to the users. However the
storage burden is largely increased because every accessible
virtual view must be stored.
In order to support the high-quality rendering of virtual
views, appropriate data representations are therefore extensively studied. In [2], [4], the light-field representation [26] is
adopted for view synthesis due to its efficient and high-quality
rendering. However the dense representation of light-field is
heavily redundant and poses additional challenges in data
compression and transmission. Some other data representation
methods are considered to remove the data redundancy in the
representation stage. In [12], [27], for example, the scene
is represented using only one texture and one depth map,
plus some auxiliary information that helps the view synthesis.
However the choice of the appropriate auxiliary information
is still an open question. In [28], the layered depth image
format is used for data representation, where multiple images
are constructed in layers corresponding to different levels of
occlusion. Although data redundancy can be mostly removed
from these representations, additional efforts are required
to convert the captured data into the specific representation
formats.
The increasing interactivity also brings challenges in data
transmission, where the transmission policy needs to react to
different requests of multiple users. In [7], [8], for example,
the streaming of multiview video content in a navigation environment is studied, where the optimal transmission strategies
are designed to provide high-quality content to heterogenous
users under limited resources. All the above examples indicate
that designing an interactive navigation system relates to many
issues, including data representation, compression, transmission and rendering. While most existing works focus on a

II. R ELATED W ORK
The problem of interactive multiview navigation [1] has
recently gained interest in the research community. A first category of works provides navigation interactivity by switching
views between a predefined set of real camera viewpoints. The
H.264 SP/SI-frames [15], for example, is able to increase the
interactivity between view switchings by avoiding transmission of previous frames in the new view. A SP-frame can be
inserted at view switching point, which is able to be identically
decoded from a cross-view reference instead of a reference in
the same view [5]. The distributed source coding (DSC) can
also be utilized for interactive streaming [16], [17], since a
DSC frame can be identically reconstructed from different
predictors. Another way to increase the interactivity is to
produce multiple decoded versions of the media subset. In
[18], [19], redundant P-frames are used to support multiple
decoding process. In [20], the multiple encoding versions
are stored in the server for diverse user requests. These
methods, however, require large server storage. The interactive
navigation also needs to consider the user behaviors. In [21],
[22], for example, the prediction structure is adapted to the
user position estimated by Kalman filtering. Although the
2

challenging camera arrangement depicted in Fig. 2, where all
camera viewpoints lie in a 1-D manifold embedded in the
6-D space R6 . This camera arrangement greatly extends the
navigation interactivity in terms of navigation range, where
multiple degrees of freedom for camera motion can be replicated, including translation and rotation. For simplicity, we index
each camera viewpoint along the 1-D manifold and denote it
as cn , where n ∈ [1, NV ] and NV is the number of cameras.
We assume that all the cameras provide both images and depth
maps of the 3-D scene. We use Yn to represent the image and
the depth map captured at camera viewpoint cn .
B. Navigation Domain and Navigation Path
Similarly to the camera viewpoints, a (virtual) viewpoint
in the 3-D scene can also be represented as a 6-D vector
r ∈ R6 . The virtual views are rendered using a depth-imagebased rendering (DIBR) technique [31] with data from the
closest camera views. In a navigation scenario, the set of all
accessible viewpoints within the navigation range forms the
navigation domain, and it is denoted as N ⊂ R6 . Fig. 3 shows
the navigation domain, which can be much larger than the
camera set.
The user’s navigation process is associated with a path
traveling through all viewpoints visited by this user in N .
We call this path a navigation path. In practice, the navigation path is discrete and finite, due to finite frame rate
f and bounded navigation period T . Then the total number
of visited viewpoints in one navigation path is Nf = T f .
We define the navigation path P as the set that sequentially
contains all visited viewpoints within the navigation period,
i.e., P = {r1 , r2 , · · · , rNf }, with ri the i-th viewpoint in P .

Fig. 3. Navigation domain: A user is able to navigate in the whole navigation
domain, based on the data captured by camera viewpoints that lie on a 1-D
manifold.

particular part of the system, only a few approaches investigate
an end-to-end system design in the literature. In [29], [30],
the classical rate-distortion optimization is extended to the
interactive streaming scenario by considering the transmission
rate and decoding complexity. However it mainly focuses on
the coding aspect and does not consider the data representation
at first. The design of effective solutions for multiview data
representation and coding in the interactive navigation scenario
is still an open problem.
Compared with the previous approaches, our work has
the following contributions. First, we consider an end-to-end
interactive navigation system design from data representation
to rendering and propose to jointly optimize the novel tradeoffs between navigation interactivity, bandwidth limitation and
visual quality. Second, we show that the proper data representation plays an important role in optimizing the navigation
system and we investigate practical solutions to find effective
data representation strategies adapted to various navigation
parameters (e.g., navigation speed, view popularity). Third,
since the viewing delay caused by data transmission and
processing is discussed in many works but often not properly
handled, we propose a novel mechanism called navigation
ball to prohibit the viewing delays and enable smooth user
navigations. Fourth, we consider a rich 1-D manifold camera
arrangement with high degrees of freedom in camera translation and rotation for user navigation, which extends the
classical camera array arrangements.

C. Navigation Ball
When a user navigates along a path P , he will repeatedly
request data in order to render views at each ri . However, the
data response time will lag behind the request time due to the
system delay, which includes the transmission delay and other
data processing delays (e.g., decoding, rendering). Therefore,
more data than the one required by the current viewpoint needs
to be transmitted in order to compensate for system delays.
For that purpose, we introduce the concept of navigation
ball as illustrated in Fig. 4. In more details, we assume
that a data request is periodically sent by the user to the
server every fe frames, i.e., data request is sent at viewpoints r1 , r1+fe , r1+2fe , etc. These viewpoints are called
requested viewpoints. The set of all requested viewpoints
forms a special subset of P , called the requested path
Pe = {r1 , r1+fe · · · r1+(Ne −1)fe }, where Ne = Nf /fe is
the number of requested viewpoints within a single path.
Different from P that is purely related to user navigation,
the requested path Pe is associated to actual data sent to the
user, i.e., the data to be transmitted depends on the location
of each requested viewpoint. For each r ∈ Pe , we target to
transmit data that enables the user to render any views in
a neighborhood around r. This neighborhood is called the
navigation ball, and it is defined as

III. NAVIGATION S EGMENT R EPRESENTATION FOR
L OW-D ELAY NAVIGATIONS
In this section, we describe the proposed interactive multiview navigation system step by step. Based on that, we present
our navigation segment representation.
A. 1-D Manifold Camera Arrangement
We are interested in a navigation scenario in a static 3D scene, which is captured by a set of cameras positioned
in different locations and orientations. A camera viewpoint
in 3-D scene can be represented as a 6-D vector c =
[x, y, z, θ, φ, ψ]T , where [x, y, z] denotes the position and
[θ, φ, ψ] denotes the orientation. In our work, we study the

NB (r) = {r0 ∈ N |d(r0 , r) ≤ t(r)∆},
3

(1)

Fig. 5. Navigation segment representation as a spatial analogue to temporal
GOP structure in monoview video sequences.

underlying 1-D manifold of the camera views. In this case,
the camera views in the left segment is always to the left
of camera views in the right segment. An illustration of our
navigation segment representation is shown in Fig. 5.
We adopt the following prediction structure in our work
for coding views in a navigation segment. In each segment
Vk , the first view is chosen as the anchor frame (i.e. I-frame),
which is intra coded. The rest views in Vk are predicted frames
(i.e. P-frames) using the previous view as the reference for
prediction. The images and depth maps are coded using the
same prediction structure. We use the state-of-the-art MVHEVC standard [32], [33] as the compression engine, which is
an extension of the HEVC standard [11] for coding multiview
sequences. For navigation segment compression, alternative
prediction structures are conceivable, but the performance gain
is generally marginal [34].
In fact, navigation segments can be regarded as an spatial
analogue to the temporal GOP structure in monoview video
coding (see Fig. 5). The GOP structure supports temporal
random access to frames, and the navigation segment structure
supports the spatial random access to viewpoints. Since each
segment Vk is independently decodable, the user only requires
the necessary segments to enable the current navigation. The
bandwidth and delay costs are thus reduced by avoiding the
transmission of unnecessary segments. By further adjusting
the shape of the navigation segments, the navigation system
is able to quantitatively control the interactivity in terms of
bandwidth and delay during the data transmission.

Fig. 4. Navigation ball for data buffering: A navigation ball gathers all
viewpoints that will possibly be visited by the user before his next data request
is handled by the server.

where d(·) is a distance function and t(r)∆ measures the
size of the ball. The parameter ∆ is the navigation speed
describing the maximum velocity of the user in the navigation
domain, and t(r) is the tolerable delay of the navigation ball.
By increasing t(r), longer delay can be tolerated, and therefore
more viewpoints can be visited without additional data from
the server.
When t(r) increases beyond a certain value, the effect of
the system delay can be eliminated and the entire navigation
becomes smooth. For the sake of simplicity, we assume a
maximum system delay τmax for any data request. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the tolerable delay t(r) requires to compensate
for the overall delay consisting of the time interval between
consecutive requests fe /f (f is the frame rate) and the system
delay τmax , i.e.,
t(r) ≥ fe /f + τmax ,

∀r ∈ Pe , ∀Pe .

(2)

When this inequality is satisfied at all requested viewpoints,
the entire user navigation is smooth and there is no data
starvation at the client side.
D. Navigation Segment Representation
An appropriate data representation format is crucial to
the efficiency of data transmission and compression in the
navigation system. For each data request, the system needs to
transmit only the data that is sufficient to cover the navigation
ball of NB (r). Thus, the design of data representation should
allow for certain flexibility to choose any potential subset of
the whole multiview data. Similarly to [12], we investigate a
data representation based on navigation segments. Basically,
a navigation segment is a set of camera views Yn , which is
coded independently of the rest data. Suppose all camera views
are divided into NK navigation segments. The k-th segment
is denoted by

IV. NAVIGATION S YSTEM O PTIMIZATION
A. Optimization Framework
Based on the navigation definition and the navigation segment representation, we now propose an optimization framework to optimize the full navigation system. In particular, we
consider the following optimization problem
min

V,S,T

UR (V, S) + µ · US (V) + ν · UD (V, S)

s.t t(r) ≥ fe /f + τmax ,

(3)
∀r ∈ Pe , ∀Pe .

In this problem, we jointly optimize various navigation costs
of the navigation system, including the compressed data size
on the server US (V), the transmission rate UR (V, S) and the
view synthesis distortion UD (V, S). The parameters µ and
ν are weights for US (V) and UD (V, S) respectively. The

Vk = {n ∈ [1, NV ] | Yn is in k-th segment}, ∀k ∈ [1, NK ],
and it corresponds to the set of indices of the camera views
included in this segment. We further assume that the navigation segments are non-overlapping and connected along the
4

constraint enforces smooth navigation by using the navigation
ball mechanism as indicated in Eq. (2).
The optimization variables denote the optimal design of navigation segments and navigation balls. In particular, V denotes
the partition (or division) of navigation segments, while S
denotes the allocation (or delivery) of navigation segments.
The last optimization variable, T = {t(r) | ∀r ∈ Pe , ∀Pe },
controls the size of the navigation balls. The solution to
this problem deals with the optimal partition and allocation
of the navigation segments and the optimal choice of every
navigation ball, which provides the best trade-offs between
the navigation quality and the resource consumption for the
system. We next study each term of the cost function.

contains all indicator functions. Note that we treat the navigation segments as the minimum unseparated unit for data
transmission.
From the perspective of a system, the definition of UR
should consider the navigation of different users, as they
will have different navigation paths and accordingly different
data transmission instances. Therefore we define UR as the
expected average transmission rate over all possible navigation
paths:
#
"
1 X
uR (r; V, S) ,
(7)
UR (V, S) = EPe
Ne
r∈Pe

where we first compute the average transmission rate per
requested path, and then take the expected value over all
possible requested paths of the users.
It should be pointed out that, we assume a memoryless
transmission scheme, where we do not consider the client’s
memory capacity. This means that the user does not reuse
the data received at the previous requests. Therefore the
transmission rate of a path is simply the sum of individual
rates of each request.

B. Navigation Costs
Storage cost
The storage cost US denotes the size of the compressed
multiview data stored in the server. As we compress each
navigation segment independently, the overall storage is the
sum of the segment size, i.e.,
US (V) =

NK
X

h(Q) (Vk ),

(4)

View synthesis distortion
The view synthesis distortion UD is the distortion in the
rendered views and it represents the quality of navigation. We
first denote the view synthesis distortion at a single viewpoint
as uD (r; V, S), because both the partition and allocation of
navigation segments influence this distortion. Similar to the
rate cost, the distortion term UD also requires to consider the
navigation of different users. Therefore we represent it as the
expected sum of distortion over all navigation paths:
"
#
X
UD (V, S) = EP
uD (r; V, S) .
(8)

k=1

where V = {V1 , · · · , VNK } is the partitions of navigation
segments. The function h(Q) (·) is the generic compression
function. When the navigation segment is predictively coded
using the prediction structure as described Section III-D, it is
written as
X
(Q)
(Q)
h(Q) (Vk ) = hI (Yik ) +
hP (Yj |Ŷj−1 ),
(5)
j∈{Vk \ik }
(Q)
hI (·)

(Q)
hP (·)

where
and
represent the compression functions
of I-frame and P-frame respectively with quantization step size
Q. The notation ik denotes the index of the first camera view
in segment Vk , and Ŷn is the reconstruction of Yn .
We consider that the quantization step size Q is constant
for all segments in order to stabilize the quality of all frames,
which is important for a pleasant navigation with steady view(Q)
ing quality. We further assume that the function hP (Yj |Ŷj−1 )
is independent of the segment partition V, because the quality
of the reference view Ŷj−1 is steady in different partition
choices given a fixed Q value.

r∈P

We first compute the sum of view synthesis distortion in
a single navigation path, and then calculate the expected
distortion over all possible navigation paths of the users.
C. Influencing Navigation Parameters
There exist many navigation parameters influencing the
navigation system, like the quantization step size Q, the system
delay τmax , the weights µ and ν, etc. In our work, these
parameters are not treated as optimization variables, but are
regarded as input parameters of the optimization framework,
since we focus our study on the data representation using the
navigation segments.

Rate cost
The rate cost UR denotes the transmission rate and it measures
the navigation interactivity in terms of system bandwidth.
In our work, we define the transmission rate as the size of
total transmitted data per data request. We first express the
transmission rate at a single requested viewpoint r ∈ Pe as
uR (r; V, S) =

NK
X

h(Q) (Vk ) · s(r, Vk ; t(r)),

V. M ODEL -BASED P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. Overview
The above navigation problem in Eq. (3) is difficult to
handle. First, we need to introduce rate and distortion models in order to properly deal with the distortion function
uD (r; V, S) and the expectation operator EPe [·] and EP [·]
in the rate and distortion terms respectively. Second, it is
difficult to solve the segment partition V and the segment
allocation S simultaneously. In our work, we propose to

(6)

k=1

where s(r, Vk ; t(r)) is the indicator function for segment
allocation. Its value is 1 if segment Vk is required for view
rendering considering the navigation ball at r with size t(r).
Otherwise it is 0. The set S = {s(r, Vk ; t(r)) | ∀r ∈ Pe , Pe , k}
5

study the navigation problem by considering the following two
subproblems.
1) We first consider a fixed allocation solution, namely S0 .
Given S0 , we solve for the optimal segment partition V ?
and the optimal size of navigation balls T ? in Eq. (3).
2) With the derived optimal V ? and T ? in 1), we further solve
for the optimal segment allocation S ? in Eq. (3).
This approach guarantees the optimal solution for users with
fixed allocation solution S0 , and provides suboptimal solution
to users with other allocation solutions. We next present
how we formulate these two subproblems using our rate and
distortion models.

In other words, all navigation balls will have the identical
optimal size indicated by t? .
Modeling process: rate model
Based on S0 and t? defined above, we now propose rate and
distortion models in order to convert the original navigation
problem in Eq. (3) into a solvable problem. We first rewrite
the rate cost UR (V, S0 ) using Eq. (6) and (7) as follows.
NK
1 X
(10)
h(Q) (Vk ) · α(Vk , S0 ),
Ne
k=1

P
where α(Vk , S0 ) = EPe
r∈Pe s0 (r, Vk ; t(r)) denotes the
expected number of requests for segment Vk in one path. The
notation α(Vk , S0 ) allows us to consider the global influence
of the allocation solution S0 instead of looking into individual
indicator functions. We note that α(Vk , S0 ) is influenced by
the navigation ball. When t? = 0, α(Vk , S0 ) has the minimum
value α0 (Vk , S0 ). As t? increases, each navigation segment
will be requested more often, and therefore α(Vk , S0 ) will
keep increasing until the maximum value of Ne , which is the
number of data requests in the navigation path. We propose to
model this relationship using a monotonic decreasing function
g(t? ) as follows,

UR (V, S0 ) =

B. The Partitioning Problem with Fixed Segment Allocation
Fixed segment allocation S0
We consider a fixed allocation solution S0 that targets a lowdistortion rendering. In order to define S0 , we need to consider
the reference views in DIBR. In many existing approaches,
people use two or more reference views for DIBR in order to
reduce the view synthesis distortion. However, in our work, we
assume a single reference view due to the following reasons.
First, the rendering quality is already satisfying with a single
reference, because the virtual view is mostly derived from one
reference while the rest of the references mainly provide side
information for occlusion handling. Second, under the single
reference assumption, the subsequent modeling process is
much simplified and it becomes easier to solve the navigation
problem in Eq. (3).
Under this single reference assumption, we define a fixed
allocation solution S0 as follows. For any virtual viewpoint
within the navigation ball, namely r0 ∈ NB (r), we choose
the camera view that is closest to r0 as the reference view
for rendering, and the index of this camera view is denoted
as l0 (r0 ). We then transmit the corresponding navigation segments that contain the camera view l0 (r0 ) for all r0 ∈ NB (r).
Since any virtual view is assigned with its closest camera view
for rendering, the solution S0 generally provides a low view
synthesis distortion very close to the minimum value. However
it does not guarantee the minimum transmission rate. The
definition of S0 is consistent with the purpose of having a
high quality rendering at the price of a potential suboptimal
transmission rate.

α(Vk , S0 ) = (1 − g(t? ))Ne + g(t? ) · α0 (Vk , S0 ).

We further derive g(t ) using the following linear function,
which has been verified empirically as shown in our technical
report [34]. The truncation is to ensure that the range of g(t? )
is in [0, 1].
g(t? ) = max(1 − 2t? ∆/NV , 0).

(12)

We next study α0 (Vk , S0 ). In that case, the navigation ball
shrinks to a single viewpoint NB (r) = r, and the indicator
function is degraded to s0 (r, Vk ). We then use the following
approximation
X Z
α0 (Vk , S0 ) ≈ Ne
pr (r)dr.
(13)
n∈Vk

N (Yn )

The subset N (Yn ) = {r | l0 (r) = n} is the set of viewpoints
that require camera view Yn for rendering, and the function
pr (r) is the density function of r. The integral denotes the
probability that camera view Yn is required for rendering. The
summation of all n ∈ Vk is then the probability of segment Vk
that is required for rendering at each data request. The above
approximation is only valid under the allocation solution S0 .
We further define the view popularity by converting the
density function of virtual viewpoints Rinto the popularity
function of camera viewpoints, i.e., pn = N (Yn ) pr (r)dr. The
popularity pn represents the popularity of the camera view Yn
being required by users for view rendering. Finally we derive
our rate model using Eq. (10) (11) and (13) as follows.
!
NK
X
X
(Q)
?
?
UR (V, S0 ) =
h (Vk ) 1 − g(t ) + g(t )
pn .

Optimal size of navigation balls T ?
Under the allocation solution S0 , the optimal value of t(r) ∈
T can actually be inferred. As t(r) grows, more virtual
viewpoints are included in the navigation ball. As a result,
each navigation segment will be requested more often, and
consequently the rate term UR (V, S0 ) in Eq. (3) will keep
increasing. On the other hand, the distortion term UD (V, S0 )
is not affected by t(r), because the view synthesis distortion
of each viewpoint r0 is fixed due to its unique and determined
reference view l0 (r0 ) in S0 . As a result, the objective function
of Eq. (3) will keep increasing as t(r) grows. Then the optimal
t? (r) is obtained when the equality holds in the smooth
navigation constraint:
t? (r) = fe /f + τmax ≡ t? , ∀t(r) ∈ T .

(11)

?

k=1

n∈Vk

(14)
In this model, the rate term is influenced by the partitions of
navigation segments, the size of navigation balls and the view
popularity.

(9)
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The density function pr (r) and the subset N (Yn ) are both
determined by the navigation domain. Therefore the integral
also has a determined value though it is hard to compute.
We finally note that with the distortion model in Eq. (17), the
distortion term is not influenced by the optimization variables.

Modeling process: distortion model
We now investigate how to model the distortion term
UD (V, S0 ) in Eq. (3). We first look at the view synthesis
distortion at a single viewpoint, namely uD (r; V, S), which
is in general difficult to estimate [35]. However, under the
allocation solution S0 , we can derive

The partitioning problem given S0
We are now able to derive a solvable navigation problem by
substituting the rate and distortion models in Eq. (14) and (17)
into the original navigation problem in Eq. (3), and we have

uD (r; V, S0 ) = uD (r, Ŷl0 (r) ),
where we use the nearest camera viewpoint indexed by l0 (r)
as the reference view for rendering. With this, we can rewrite
the distortion term in Eq. (8) as
"
#
X
UD (V, S0 ) = EP
uD (r, Ŷl0 (r) )
≈

r∈P
Z
N
V
X
n=1

V ? = arg min
V

(Q)

?

· µ + 1 − g(t ) + g(t )

X


pn ,

n∈Vk

(18)
where the compression function is expanded using Eq. (5).
Since the allocation solution is already given by S0 and the
optimal size of navigation balls t? is provided in Eq. (9),
the only optimization variable in this problem is V, which
represents the partition of navigation segments. Thus this
problem is called the partitioning problem in our work. The
goal is to find the optimal V ? that minimizes the rate and
storage costs of the navigation system (note that the distortion
cost is discarded using Eq. (17)).

pr (r)uD (r, Ŷn )dr.

Here we further approximate the distortion term using the density function pr (r) and the subset N (Yn ) defined previously.
The equation is very similar to Eq. (13) in the rate model,
except that we have the distortion function uD (r, Ŷn ), which
computes the view synthesis distortion given a single reference
view.
We next estimate uD (r, Ŷn ). In DIBR, a virtual view
image is first generated by warping the reference view image
according to the corresponding depth map, and then inpainting
is applied for hole filling [36]. Therefore we can separate the
virtual view image into the hole regions and the non-hole
regions, and compute the distortion of each region seperately
[37]. In our work, we propose to estimate uD (r, Ŷn ) using the
following equation:

C. Complementary Allocation Problem
Given the optimal size of navigation balls t? and the optimal
segment partition V ? derived in Case 1, we further solve for
the optimal segment allocation in the navigation problem of
Eq. (3), and we derive the following problem.
S ? = arg min UR (V ? , S) + ν · UD (V ? , S)

(Q)
uD (r, Ŷn ) ≈ Dinp Ω(r, cn ) + Drec
(W H − Ω(r, cn )), (16)

S

(19)

Note that the storage cost is discarded in this problem, because
it is fixed with the segment partition V ? and it is not influenced
by the segment allocation S.
It is realized that we are able to further separate this problem
into smaller problems for each data request at r ∈ Pe using
the definition of rate and distortion costs in Eq. (7) and (8) as
follows.

where Ω(r, cn ) is the number of pixels in the hole regions
at viewpoint r given reference view at cn . W and H are
the width and height of the image respectively. The first
term computes the distortion in the hole regions and we
assume a constant inpainting distortion Dinp for each pixel
location. The second term computes the distortion in the nonhole regions, where pixels are derived from the reconstructed
(Q)
reference view. We assume a reconstruction distortion Drec
which uniquely depends on the quantization step size Q. The
detailed derivation process and the estimation of Ω(r, cn ) can
be found in our technical report [34]. Finally, with Eq. (15)
and (16), we derive the following distortion model

pr (r)Ω(r, cn )dr.


(Q)
hP (Yj |Ŷj−1 )

j∈{Vk \ik }
?

(15)

(Q)
UD (V, S0 ) ≈ Nf Drec
W H+
NV Z
X
(Q)
Nf (Dinp − Drec
)·

X

hI (Yik ) +

k=1



N (Yn )

n=1

NK 
X

{s? (r, Vk ; t? ) | ∀k} = arg min

NK
X

h(Q) (Vk ) · s(r, Vk ; t? )

k=1

h

i
+ ν · Er uD (r , Ŷl(r0 ) ) | r0 ∈ NB (r) .
0

(20)
In the cost function, the first term is the rate cost, which is further expanded using Eq. (6). The second term is the distortion
term, which is the expected view synthesis distortion within
the navigation ball NB (r). The optimization variable are the
streaming indicator functions s(r, Vk ; t? ), ∀k ∈ [1, NK ].
Here we still take the assumption of single reference rendering, but the camera index l(r0 ) denotes the closest camera
viewpoint to r0 given only the transmitted segments indicated
by s? (r, Vk ; t? ). Note that it is different from the rendering in
l0 (r0 ), which always uses the closest camera view as reference.
With this, the solution allows to use farther camera views as
references for rendering, which leads to possibly larger view

(17)

N (Yn )

In this equation, the right hand side only contains the navigation parameters and does not have the optimization variables,
because under S0 the view synthesis distortion does not depend on the segment partition V. In particular, all components
in the above expression clearly have determined values, except
for the integral. In the integral, the size of the hole regions
Ω(r, cn ) is uniquely determined by the viewpoints r and cn .
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(B-link) is the cost of adding the latter view to the current
navigation segment as a P-frame.
We derive the link costs from the cost function of Eq. (18) as
follows. First of all, the original cost function can be separated
into the unary term and the pairwise term:
(µ + 1 − g(t? ))

NK
X
X
k=1 n∈Vk

hn + g(t? )

NK
X
X X

hn p m .

k=1 n∈Vk m∈Vk

For simplicity, here we use hn to denote the encoding bits of
an arbitrary I-/P- frame for view n. The unary term aggregates
only the encoding bits hn of each view, while the pairwise
term computes a pairwise cost of hn pm for each ordered pair
of (n, m) in segment Vk . Based on this, we are able to write
the link costs as

(Q)
m
R-link : e(vil , vi+1
) = hI (Yl ) · µ + 1 − g(t? ) + g(t? )pl , m > i

Fig. 6. The graph constructed for the partitioning problem (18): an example
of 6 camera viewpoints. The dashed path represents a navigation segment
structure of {view 1, 2}, {view 3, 4, 5} and {view 6}.

l
B-link : e(vil , vi+1
)=
 (Q)
?
hI (Yl ) · g(t ) · pl+1 +





?
?
 h(Q)
P (Yl+1 |Ŷl ) · µ + 1 − g(t ) + g(t )(pl + pl+1 ) , i = l

P
(Q)
(Q)
?


hI (Yl ) + i−1

j=l hP (Yj+1 |Ŷj ) · g(t ) · pi+1 +


 (Q)
?
? Pi+1
hP (Yi+1 |Ŷi ) · µ + 1 − g(t ) + g(t ) j=l pj , i ≥ l + 1

synthesis distortion. In the extreme case when ν → ∞, the
solution converges to S0 that provides the minimum distortion.
As ν decreases, the solution gradually provides larger distortion than S0 , but with correspondingly lower transmission
rate. Therefore, the derived allocation solution complements
the fixed allocation solution S0 for practical users that might
not be able to afford the amount of data required by S0 due to
bandwidth limitations. It provides a flexible trade-off between
the transmission rate and the viewing quality. We call this
problem the complementary allocation problem in our work.

where we let e(vil , vjm ) to be the link cost between view i in
m
layer l and view j in layer m. The R-link e(vil , vi+1
) has the
cost of starting a new segment with the first view of layer l,
which is view l. Therefore, its cost is the unary term of view
l
l plus the pairwise term of itself (l, l). The B-link e(vil , vi+1
)
has the cost of appending view i + 1 to the current segment
of layer l. Therefore, its cost contains the pairwise term of
(j, i+1), ∀j < i+1 (the first term of B-link), plus the pairwise
term of (i + 1, j), ∀j ≤ i + 1 and the unary term of i +
1 (the second term of B-link). Moreover, the design of the
graph in Fig. 6 guarantees that each unary and pairwise term
is aggregated only once along any solution from the source to
the destination. As a result, the sum of the link costs of any
solution exactly corresponds to the value of the cost function
in Eq. (18). Therefore, the shortest path solution of this graph
is exactly the solution to the partitioning problem in Eq. (18).
Once the graph is constructed, we can apply the Dijkstra’s
algorithm to find the shortest path from the source to the
destination. The resulting shortest path yields the optimal V ? ,
where each passed layer represents a navigation segment. For
example, the dashed path in Fig. 6 represents three navigation
segments: V1 = {1, 2}, V2 = {3, 4, 5} and V3 = {6}.

VI. O PTIMIZATION A LGORITHM
In this section we propose solving algorithms for the partitioning problem in Eq. (18) and the complementary allocation
problem in Eq. (20).
A. The Partitioning Problem
The partitioning problem in Eq. (18) can be solved using
the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm, similar to a key view
selection problem in [38]. The Dijkstra’s algorithm works for
all partitioning parameters, i.e., ik , Vk , NK , simultaneously.
Moreover, it is a fast algorithm that provides a globally optimal
solution.
We first construct a graph where the vertices represents
the views in the navigation domain. The views are organized
in different layers that represent the potential navigation segments. An example of such a graph is given in Fig. 6. The
nodes aligned in the same vertical line across different layers
represent the same camera view. In each layer, the first node
is encoded as an I-frame and the other nodes are encoded as
P-frames according to our coding structure in each navigation
segment. The last layer is the destination node, which is not a
real camera view. The source node is the first node in the first
layer. Two kinds of directed links, namely R-link and B-link,
are assigned in the graph. Their costs are defined as follows.
The link cost between neighbouring views in different layers
(R-link) is the cost of starting a new navigation segment by
adding the first view of the former layer as an I-frame. While
the link cost between neighbouring views of the same layer

B. The Complementary Allocation Problem
In the complementary allocation problem of Eq. (20), the
rate term is computed by adding up the sizes of the compressed
navigation segments to be transmitted. The distortion term
is estimated using Eq. (16). Differently from the partitioning problem, which can be pre-computed offline before the
actual user navigation, the allocation problem has a real-time
requirement, where the system needs to react immediately and
selects the best navigation segments to be transmitted for each
data request. For this purpose, instead of finding the optimal
solution, we adopt an efficient heuristic algorithm for real-time
processing. It contains three steps as follows.
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subset NBS (r). For each sampled viewpoint, the worst case
complexity for finding its nearest camera viewpoint is O(NV ).
Then the worst case complexity for solving the allocation
problem is O(M NV ). Therefore we can adjust the complexity
by changing the sampling rate in the solutions. In real implementations, when NV = 450, M ≈ 200, tS = 4s, ∆ = 20
(a dense sampling for a considerable size of the navigation
ball), the run time is around 1 second in Matlab on the same
Inter(R) Core(TM) i5-3320M PC. This complexity is suitable
for the real-time computation in the streaming session.

Step 1: For each requested viewpoint r ∈ Pe , determine the
subset of its navigation ball, namely NBS (r) ⊆ NB (r), using
Eq. (1) but with a smaller tolerable delay tS ≤ t? .
Step 2: For each r0 ∈ NBS (r), find the nearest camera
viewpoint indexed by l0 (r0 ) and determine the corresponding
navigation segment Vk it belongs to, i.e., l0 (r0 ) ∈ Vk .
Step 3: The streaming indicator function s? (r, Vk ; t? ) for all
navigation segments is then determined by:

1, ∃ r0 ∈ NBS (r), l0 (r0 ) ∈ Vk
s? (r, Vk ; t? ) =
, ∀k.
0, otherwise
(21)
In this solution, we always guarantee the best rendering quality
for the virtual viewpoints that are closest to the requested
viewpoint, i.e., the viewpoints within NBS (r), because the user
will more likely visit these viewpoints than the ones farther
away from the requested viewpoint r. The rate-distortion tradeoff, which is originally controlled by the weight ν in Eq. (20),
can be alternatively achieved by changing the size of NBS (r),
namely tS . When tS = t? , the solution is exactly S0 . As
tS decreases from t? to a lower value, the algorithm will
gradually request a smaller amount of navigation segments
with smaller rate cost. The distortion will however increase
because more and more viewpoints outside of NBS (r) will no
longer have the closest camera view for rendering. Note that,
in practice it is impossible to run the above algorithm for all
viewpoints in NBS (r), simply because there is infinite number
of them. Instead, we sample NBS (r) with equal distance, and
run the algorithm only on the sampled viewpoints.
It should be pointed out that, although this solution is
designed for our problem that assumes a memoryless transmission scheme, it can be extended to the case that considers
the client’s memory by simply avoiding the transmission of the
repeated navigation segments received in the previous requests.

VII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
navigation segment representation. In particular, we compute
the resource consumptions in terms of storage and rate costs,
and the navigation quality in terms of view synthesis distortion
under different navigation configurations. We compare the
proposed method with a baseline method, where the navigation
segments are equally divided.
A. Experimental Setup
Dataset
We perform experiments on the New Tsukuba Stereo Dataset
[13] [14], which provides groundtruth stereo image and depth
pairs for 1800 camera viewpoints along a 1-D manifold trajectory. We further uniformly sample the 1800 camera viewpoints
and obtain 450 of them, because practical navigation systems
generally could not afford too many camera viewpoints due to
resource limitations. Fig. 2 illustrates this camera arrangement.
Navigation parameters
We set the navigation parameters as shown in Table I. As
mentioned in Sec. IV-A, these navigation parameters are not
optimized in our problem, but are treated as input parameters
of the optimization, i.e., their values are set beforehand. Note
that the navigation speed ∆ and the view popularity pn are to
be determined according to different navigation configurations
in our experiments. The 450 image and depth pairs are encoded
by the MV-HEVC engine [32] [33]. The quantization step
size Q is controlled by the QP (quantization parameter) in
the MV-HEVC engine. The higher the QP value, the larger
the quantization step size. As aforementioned, we assume that
(Q)
the compression function hP (Yn |Ŷn−1 ) does not depend on
navigation segment partitions under the constant Q value.
Therefore we only encode the pair of neighboring camera
(Q)
viewpoints and obtain 450 values of hI (Yn ) and 449 values
(Q)
of hP (Yn |Ŷn−1 ) (excluding the first camera viewpoint) in
order to estimate the compression function in the optimization.

C. Complexity Analysis
We briefly analyze the complexity of our algorithms here.
For the offline partitioning problem, the Dijkstra’s algorithm
runs in time O(|E|+|V | log |V |) when a min-priority queue is
used [39], where |E| and |V | represent the number of edges
and nodes respectively. In our problem (Fig. 6), |E| = NV2
and |V | = 12 NV2 + 12 NV + 1, where NV is the number
of camera viewpoints. The computational complexity is thus
O(NV2 log NV ). This complexity is tolerable when NV is not
huge. In our experiment, when NV = 450, it costs around
120 seconds on average in Matlab on a Inter(R) Core(TM)
i5-3320M PC, which suits for an offline solution. However
it might still be necessary to speed up the running time
especially when NV keeps growing. One simple way to reduce
the complexity is to assume a maximum number of camera
viewpoints in each navigation segment. It can be verified
that in this case the computational complexity reduces to
O(NV log NV ).
The computational complexity of the complementary allocation problem is more critical, as this has to be solved during
the real-time data transmissions. In the solutions of Eq. (21),
the main computation lies in the search of the nearest camera
viewpoint. We suppose that M points are sampled from the

Comparison algorithms
In our experiments, we use “NBPA” (navigation ball and
popularity-aware) to denote the proposed partitioning algorithm, and “NBPU” (navigation ball and popularity-unaware) to
denote its popularity-unaware version where a uniform view
popularity is assigned. We compare our algorithms with a
1 QP values for P-frames and depth maps are assigned automatically using
the default settings of the MV-HEVC engine.
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TABLE I
NAVIGATION PARAMETER S ETTING
Notation
NV
T
f
Nf
fe
Ne
τmax
µ
∆
pn
QP
(Q)
hI (Yn )
(Q)
hP (Yn |Ŷn−1 )

Value
450
90s
30fps
2700
90
30
1s
0.05
TBD
TBD
25
-

Description
# camera viewpoints
navigation period
frame rate
# total frames (Nf = T f )
request interval in frames
# requested viewpoints (Ne = Nf /fe )
system delay
weight for storage cost
navigation speed
view popularity
quantization parameter for I-frames1
encoding bit rates of I- and P-frames:
determined by the MV-HEVC engine

(a) baseline equidistant

(b) NBPU, ∆ = 0

Fig. 7. Partitions of navigation segments for different methods. Top: full
partition patterns. Bottom: enlarged patterns for camera indices from 200 to
350.

baseline method that corresponds to a blind NK -equidistant
partitioning, where the NV camera views are equally divided
into NK non-overlapping navigation segments (when NV is
not divisible by NK , a rounding is performed). We consider
two types of baseline method. The first one is denoted as
“Baseline”, which always uses fixed value of NK for different
navigation configurations. The value of NK is determined
by evaluating the proposed cost function in the partitioning
problem of Eq. (18) with the baseline equidistant partitions.
Because it does not consider the navigation configurations,
we set ∆ = 0, and pn to be uniform respectively. The second
one is denoted as “Baseline-NB”, which further considers the
usage of navigation ball, and the value of NK is flexible for
different values of ∆. We determine NK by changing the value
of ∆ when we evaluate the cost function in Eq. (18) using the
baseline equidistant partitions.

(a) NBPU, ∆ = 5

(b) NBPU, ∆ = 20

Fig. 8. Partitions of navigation segments for proposed NBPU with different
navigation speeds.

neighboring cameras are similar so that they are denoted by the
unit distance 1 for simplicity, and we measure ∆ accordingly.
Fig. 8 illustrates the partitions of navigation segments of
our NBPU under different values of ∆. It is seen that, as ∆
increases, the navigation segments grow wider and sparser.
This is because, with a larger ∆, more camera views are
requested to support the view rendering within the increasing
navigation ball, and therefore it becomes more efficient to
compress and transmit a larger number of camera views
together. As a result, the navigation segments tend to contain
more camera views and therefore become wider.
Table II summarizes the comparison results of our NBPU
and the baseline method, where we gradually increase ∆ and
compute the relative reduction of the partitioning function
cost (“total”), the rate cost (“rate”) and the storage cost
(“storage”) respectively according to Eq. (18). We highlight
large performance improvements in green. It is observed that
our NBPU outperforms the baseline methods in all aspects.
Compared to the Baseline with fixed value of NK , our
NBPU achieves larger rate and storage cost reductions as
∆ increases. This shows the effectiveness of considering the
influence of navigation speed. When compared to BaselineNB, the reduction is less as expected, because Baseline-NB is
more flexible as NK is further optimized for different values
of ∆. The cost reduction against Baseline-NB is due to the
irregular partitions of NBPU.
We also plot the corresponding rate-storage curves in Fig.
9. The navigation speed ∆ increases from left to right. For all
methods, the rate costs increase as ∆ grows, because a larger
∆ indicates a larger size of navigation balls and therefore
more data is transmitted for data buffering at each request. The
storage cost of Baseline is constant due to its fixed partition
pattern. The storage costs of the other methods decrease as ∆
grows, because a larger ∆ leads to wider navigation segments
and therefore more redundancies between camera views can
be exploited and eliminated when encoding wider segments. In
this figure, the gap between Baseline and Baseline-NB shows
the cost reduction obtained by adapting the segment partitions

B. Partitioning Evaluation
We first evaluate only the partitioning results, where we
compare different partitioning methods in terms of storage
and rate costs under different navigation configurations of
navigation speeds and view popularities.
Visual results
We compare the visual results of proposed method and the
baseline method in Fig. 7. For fair comparison, we neglect the
navigation speed (∆ = 0) and the view popularity (uniform
distribution) for the propose method, i.e., we use NBPU with
∆ = 0. We align the camera views along the 1-D manifold and
use color bars to represent different navigation segments. It is
clearly seen that, the proposed method provides an irregular
partitioning compared to the baseline equidistant method. It
is shown in our technical report [34] that this unbalanced
irregular partitioning is due to the variation of the encoding bit
rates. As shown later, this irregular partition brings us potential
benefits in terms of storage and rate costs reduction.
Influence of navigation speed
We study next the influence of the navigation speed ∆ on the
navigation segment partitioning, and we use NBPU as we only
focus on the navigation speed and we neglect the effect of the
view popularity. Since the cameras in our dataset are almost
equally placed along the 1-D manifold, the distances between
10

TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN PROPOSED NBPU AND THE BASELINE METHOD UNDER VARIOUS NAVIGATION SPEEDS FOR A UNIFORM VIEW
POPULARITY

Fig. 9. Rate-storage curves of different partitioning methods under various
navigation speeds for a uniform view popularity.

(a) center view preferred

Fig. 11. Rate-storage curves of different partitioning methods under various
navigation speeds for a popularity distribution that the right views are
preferred.

transmission rate by applying a finer partitioning to these
camera views rather than the unpopular ones.
We present the performance of different partitioning methods under various view popularity distributions in Table III,
where the green box indicates large performance improvement
and the red box indicates performance drop. We first observe
that the popularity-aware NBPA provides significant rate and
storage cost reduction against the popularity-unaware NBPU
when the navigation speed is low (more than 17% rate reduction for ∆ = 0). However, as ∆ increases, the performance
gap becomes small. This is because, for large ∆, the partitions
become coarser and the partition patterns under different view
popularity distributions become more similar to each other,
leading to a closer performance between them. Compare with
the baseline methods, our NBPA achieves a further rate and
storage reduction for non-uniform view popularities (referring
to Table II for the uniform popularity). These results indicate
that, by adapting the segment partitions to the view popularity,
the proposed method is able to provide different levels of
navigation interactivity for camera views and further reduce
the rate and storage consumptions of the system.
We further visualize the corresponding rate-storage curves
in Fig. 11 for the popularity distribution that the right views
are preferred. The navigation speed ∆ increases from left to
right. The gap between NBPA and NBPU shows the additional
rate and storage cost reductions of considering the influence
of view popularity for the segment partitions.

(b) right view preferred

Fig. 10. Partitions of navigation segments of proposed NBPA under predefined view popularity distributions at different navigation speeds. Top: low
speed ∆ = 5. Down: high speed ∆ = 20.

to the navigation speed, and the gap between Baseline-NB
and NBPU shows the additional cost reduction induced by
applying the irregular partitions.
Influence of view popularity
We now study the influence of the view popularity that denotes
the probability of each camera view being requested for view
rendering during user navigation. It is generally non-uniformly
distributed in practice due to the user preferences. Fig. 10
illustrates the segment partitions of our NBPA under several
pre-defined view popularity distributions. A clear adaptation
to the view popularity can be observed, where popular camera
views have finer partitions and unpopular views have coarser
ones. Note that the finer partitions generally lead to lower
transmission rate and higher navigation interactivity due to
the less data dependencies between camera views. The popular
camera views are requested more often during navigation and
consequently occupy a larger percentage of the transmission
rate. Therefore it is more efficient to reduce the overall

Influence of other navigation parameters
The partition of navigation segment is also influenced by other
navigation parameters. We briefly analyze them here.
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TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT PARTITIONING METHODS UNDER VARIOUS NAVIGATION SPEEDS AND PRE - DEFINED VIEW POPULARITY
DISTRIBUTIONS .

(a) center view preferred (see Fig. 10a)

(b) right view preferred (see Fig. 10b)

(a) µ = 0.05

(b) µ = 0.5

(a) fe = 30

(b) fe = 120

Fig. 12. Partitions of navigation segments for different µ (NBPU with ∆ =
10).

Fig. 14. Partitions of navigation segments for different fe (NBPU with ∆ =
10).

Fig. 13. Evolution of rate and storage costs versus storage weight µ (NBPU
with ∆ = 10).

Fig. 15. Evolution of rate and storage costs versus fe (NBPU with ∆ = 10).

The storage weight µ influence the relative weight between
rate and storage costs, which further changes the optimal
segment partitions. Fig. 12 shows the partition pattern of
proposed NBPU for different µ. As µ increases, more weight
is given to the storage, and the segments become wider; wider
segments increase the compression efficiency and decrease the
storage cost. On the other hand, wider segments increase the
transmission rate. This evolution of rate and storage costs is
plotted in Fig. 13 for the proposed NBPU. Different values
of µ provide different combinations of rate and storage costs.
The proper choice of µ depends on whether the storage or
the bandwidth resource is more limited in practical navigation

scenarios.
The request interval fe changes the size of the navigation
ball as indicated in Eq. (9), which further influences the
partition of segments. Fig. 14 illustrates the partition pattern
of NBPU for different values of fe . Similarly to the navigation
speed ∆, a larger fe leads to a larger size of navigation balls,
which further results in wider navigation segments. Fig. 15
plots the rate and storage costs versus fe . Similar trend of
rate and storage costs is observed due to the growing size
of navigation segments as fe increases. The choice of fe
in practical navigation systems depends on the storage and
bandwidth limitations but also on the system delay. As long
12

TABLE IV
RD PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS AVERAGED OVER 100 SIMULATED NAVIGATION PATHS ALONG CAMERA VIEWPOINTS

as the storage and bandwidth capacities allow, a larger fe is
preferred because it leads to wider navigation segments and
increases the efficiency of compression and transmission. On
the other hand, more data is transmitted at each request for
the larger fe , which however increases the system delay for
transmitting and processing the data. Therefore, fe can not be
arbitrarily large in order to enable low-delay navigation.
C. Complete System Evaluation
We now evaluate the performance of the complete system, i.e. a joint evaluation of partition and allocation of the
navigation segments, where we further apply the allocation
solution in Eq. (21) for each data request based on the different
partitioning methods discussed above.

Fig. 16. Simulated navigation paths along camera viewpoints (pre-defined
view popularity: center view preferred, navigation speed: ∆ = 10). The colors
represent different navigation paths.

method as discussed before. On the other hand, NBPA and
NBPU have quite similar RD performances. If we compare
Fig. 8 and Fig. 10, it is clearly seen that, under the same ∆,
the segments are quite similar in popular views for different
popularity distributions, while the main differences lie in the
unpopular views. Since the popular views are required more
frequently, it makes a primary contribution to the final RD
performance. Therefore the similar segment patterns lead to
the close RD performances between NBPA and NBPU. It
should be reminded that, although the gain in RD performance
is limited, considering the view popularity brings benefit
to the system in terms of lower resource consumptions as
demonstrated previously.

Navigation paths along real views
We first carry out the experiments on navigation paths composed of real camera viewpoints, where the ground-truth
images are always available and we can compute the distortion
directly. In our experiment, we generate simulated navigation
paths from a pre-defined view popularity distribution. In
particular, the first camera viewpoint in the navigation path
is generated based on this distribution. In order to choose the
next viewpoint, we build a navigation ball with navigation
speed ∆ centred at the previous viewpoint, and then randomly
pick up a viewpoint from the normalized view popularity
distribution within the navigation ball. This process is repeated
until the last viewpoint in the navigation path is reached.
Then interpolation is applied between consecutive viewpoints
according to the frame rate. Fig. 16 shows the simulated
navigation paths along camera viewpoints in our experiments.
We further fix tS = t? in the allocation solution Eq. (21) to
avoid the rendering of camera views caused by insufficient
data, and therefore the distortion is uniquely affected by
quantization. In this case, the allocation solution is indeed
S0 . We then adjust the QP value in order to derive the ratedistortion (RD) curves. Four QP values {25, 30, 35, 40} for
I-frame are tested, where we rerun the partitioning algorithm
for each QP value and apply the allocation algorithm afterwards. Table IV summarizes the RD performances of different
partitioning methods, which is averaged over 100 simulated
navigation paths. The Bjonteggard metric [40] is adopted for
RD comparison.
It is observed that the proposed NBPA achieves better RD
performance than the baseline method in all configurations,
and the gain is larger as the navigation speed increases. This is
mainly due to the great rate reduction achieved by the proposed

Navigation paths along virtual views
We next conduct experiments on navigation paths composed of
virtual viewpoints which surrounds the real camera viewpoints.
We generate them by adding a 6-D (position plus orientation)
random shift onto the previously derived navigation paths
composed of camera viewpoints. Fig. 17 shows the resulting
navigation paths. Different from the camera viewpoints, the
virtual viewpoints require view synthesis and the distortion is
in general difficult to compute due to the unavailability of the
ground-truth images. Instead, we estimated the view synthesis
distortion using Eq. (16). We further fix QP = 25 so that the
distortion only comes from inpainting, and we adjust tS in Eq.
(21) in order to obtain a series of RD points, based on which
we plot the RD curves.
Fig. 18 illustrates the RD curves of different partitioning
methods. Here the distortion is represented by the number
of pixels in the hole regions, because it is proportional
to the view synthesis distortion as we assume a constant
inpainting distortion in Eq. (16). We further label the view
synthesis as successful when the size of the hole regions is
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(a) center view preferred, ∆ = 10
Fig. 17. Simulated navigation paths along virtual viewpoints plotted by
their positions in 3-D space (center view preferred, ∆ = 10). The solid
curve denotes the camera trajectory, while the dashed curves denote different
simulated navigation paths.

less than a threshold (half the image size in our experiment).
Otherwise our distortion model is ineffective because the
inpainting distortion drastically increases and the virtual views
are heavily distorted. We therefore discard the unsuccessful
rendering with extremely large hole regions and evaluate the
RD performance only for successful ones. We further plot the
success rate curves on the right side of Fig. 18 for reference.
It is observed that all methods provide similar success rate
curves. It indicates that similar percentages of successful
rendering are evaluated for different methods and therefore
the RD comparison between them is fair. The proposed NBPA
clearly outperforms the baseline partitioning method in different configurations of navigation speed and view popularity.
Similarly to the experiments on navigation paths along camera
views, the RD gain mainly comes from a lower transmission
rate provided by the proposed partitioning methods. We also
note that NBPA and NBPU have very close RD performances,
and sometimes NBPU is even better than NBPA. This is
because the segment partition is optimized only for the fixed
allocation solution S0 . However, in this experiment, we adopt
the complementary allocation solutions in order to derive
different rate-distortion combinations. There is no guarantee
that NBPA always has better RD performance than NBPU
in this case. On the other hand, as we investigate the tradeoffs between different navigation costs of the system, the
consideration of the better solution should be evaluated in all
different aspects. Although NBPA is less efficient than NBPU
in terms of RD performance in some cases, it is validated in
previous experiments that NBPA always achieves lower rate
and storage costs than NBPU in different situations.
The above evaluations of the complete system demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed navigation segment representation for a practical navigation system with low resource
consumptions and high navigation quality.

(b) right view preferred, ∆ = 10
Fig. 18. RD performances of different partitioning methods averaged over
100 simulated navigation paths along virtual viewpoints.

method. The idea of navigation segment representation can be
further extended to more challenging navigation scenarios like
the dynamic environment or more complex camera arrangements like the 2-D manifold camera arrays. These problems
will be considered in our future work.
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